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Medical genoMics



  Big genomic data enable inference without intervention 
(aka reverse genetics)

  Data are just around the corner

Medical genoMics
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Part I. Кто виноват?
1.   Mutations: origins and rates
2.   Mutations: transmisson
3.   Mutations in time: some basics of population genetics
4.   Mutations in space: genes and consequences
5.   Mutations in individuals and populations

Part II. Что делать?
6.   Mendelian diseases: gene discovery and diagnostics
7.   Some basics of quantitative genetics
8.   Complex diseases: gene discovery and allelic architecture

Medical genoMics
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Remarks

  Important info: kodomo
  English 
  Molecular genetics + population genetics + medical 

genetics + statistical genetics + genetic 
epidemiology + bioinformatics  ⟹ no single textbook
  Many topics not covered: immunology, pathogens, 

microbiome, therapy, genome editing

  Definitions
  Questions and exercises
  Homework slides
  Summary, concepts, further reading
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Textbooks
1. T.Strachan, A.Read. Human Molecular Genetics.  2011. 

ISBN 0815345895. 
2. J. Gillespie. Population genetics. A concise guide 1998 

ISBN 0-8018-5764-6
3. S. Szalai, et al. Medical genetics and genomics. 2016. 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/303309837_M
edical_genetics_and_genomics_2016

4. A.Griffiths et al. An Introduction to Genetic Analysis. 
Freeman/Worth, 11 ed. 2015 ISBN 1464109486

5. Бочков Н.П., Пузырев В.П., Смирнихина С.А. 
Клиническая генетика. Учебник. Под ред. Н.П. 
Бочкова. ГЭОТАР-Медиа, 4-е издание, 2018. ISBN 
978-5-9704-4628-7
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Mutations:

oRigins and Rates



Lecture plan

  Human karyotype

  Mitosis and DNA replication

  Replication fidelity and mutation rate

  Exogenous and endogenous DNA damage

  DNA repair mechanisms

  De novo mutations: single nucleotide variants

  Structural variants and CNVs

  Aneuploidy
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22 pairs of autosomal chromosomes + 2 sex chromosomes

Human karyotype
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Human karyotype
  Euchromatin (2.9 Gbp): the gene-rich, transcriptionally active regions of 

the nuclear genome
  Heterochromatin (0.2 Gbp): tightly packed (condensed), transcriptionally 

inactive, highly repetitive DNA. Location: centromeres, telomeres.
  Metacentric chromosomes have the centromere in the center, such that 

both arms are of nearly equal length.
  Acrocentric chromosomes (13, 15, 21, 22) have unequal arms.
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Sex chromosomes

Griffiths -- Introduction to Genetic Analysis

Women: XX, men: XY Q: transmission of Y chromosome 
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How to check sex of an NGS sample?
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How to check sex of an NGS sample?
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 Heterozygous / Homozygous ratio on chromosome X
Het/Hom<0.8 => M,  Het/Hom>0.8 => F;  suspicious : 0.5-1.0 

 SRY gene (Sex-determining Region Y): 
intronless sex-TF protein, responsible for
the initiation of male sex determination 
in mammals

 The human amelogenin genes: AMELX and AMELY 
Short arms of X and Y sex chromosomes, share 84% sequence 
identity. A 6 bp insertion/deletion difference in the first intron of the 
AMELY and AMELX genes is typically targeted in forensic sex 
identification (Tzvetkov 2010 Pharmacogenomics)





Genome Reference Consortium GRCh38.p13

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/grc/human

Chromosomes     Mbp 
Nuclear        3088
Mitochondrial 0.017
Unknown, alt  121.0
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Human genome contents
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Alberts - Essential Cell Biology

Human genome contents

Griffiths -- Introduction to Genetic Analysis14



ENSEMBL gene annotation GRCh38 v.99
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ENSEMBL gene annotation GRCh38 v.99

Jackson (2018) Essays Biochem16



Mitochondrial genome

mtDNA: circular, double-stranded, 16,569 bp; 
H and L chains; similar to bacteria

 Egg only, maternally inherited; each cell: ~103 
copies; highly heterogeneous

 37 genes: 22 tRNA + 2 rRNA + 13 coding
 13 polypeptides are part of mitochondrial 

respiratory complex (Sugars → ATP), 
together with multiple nuclear genes 

mtDNA is to some extent autonomous, with 
its own genetic code

 Stop codons: TAA, TAG, AGA, AGG

Mitochondrial diseases: a heterogeneous group of inherited anomalies in 
oxidative phosphorylation due to mutations in the mitochondrial (70%) or 
nuclear DNA (30%)

 ~300 disease-causing point mutations known in mtDNA
17



Pathogenic mutations in mtDNA

DiMauro (2017) Mitochondrial Encephalomyopathies18





Pierce -- Genetics Essentials. Concepts and Connections

The cell cycle
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Mitosis: a type of cell division that results in two daughter cells 
with the set of chromosomes as the parent nucleus, typical of 
ordinary tissue growth

Mitosis

Pierce -- Genetics Essentials. Concepts and Connections20



Alberts -- Essential Cell Biology

DNA replication forks
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Alberts -- Essential Cell 
Biology

DNA replication forks
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Repeat expansion during replication

Pierce -- Genetics Essentials. Concepts and Connections23



Repeat expansion during replication

Pierce -- Genetics Essentials. Concepts and Connections24



Repeat expansion and disease

Pierce -- Genetics Essentials. Concepts and Connections

Exercise: find related genes in OMIM database
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Mutations

Mutations are random changes in DNA sequences

Mutations are the cause of all genetic variation and genetic disease.

Mechanisms of mutation:
 Spontaneous replication errors 
 Endogenous (spontaneous) DNA damage: deamination, 

depurination
 Exogenous (induced) DNA damage: chemical agents, radiation

Variants = mutations (recent changes),  polymorphisms 
(segregating in a population),  engineered (non-random) changes
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Mutations
Single nucleotide variant: change of the base of a single DNA 
nucleotide (90%)
 Transition (G>A, C>T)
 Transversion (C>G, etc)
Short deletion: removal of few (<50bp?) nucleotides (6%) 
 Deletion of a unique sequence
 Contraction of a short repeat
Short insertion: addition of few (<50bp?) nucleotides  (2%), 
 Insertion of a unique sequence
 Expansion of a short repeat
Structural variant (2%): sequence change ~1 kbp and larger in size
 Balanced
      Inversion or translocation
 Unbalanced (aka CNV, copy number variant)
      Tandem or dispersed duplication, deletion, insertion
Aneuploidy: wrong number of whole chromosomes: nullisomy, 
monosomy, trisomy
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Replication errors become mutations

Pierce -- Genetics Essentials. Concepts and Connections

T:A > C:G
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Standard and non-standard base pairing

Pierce -- Genetics Essentials. Concepts and Connections30



Fijalkowska (2012) FEMS Microbiology Rev

Mechanisms of replication fidelity
Overall mutation rate: 10-10 per nucleotide per replication

1. DNA polymerase: ~10-5  error rate
2. Proofreading 3'>5' exonuclease removes 99% mispairings: ~10-2

3. Mismatch repair (MMR) machinery removes and restores DNA 
fragment around the mismatch: ~10-3
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Mechanisms of replication fidelity
Overall mutation rate: 10-10 per nucleotide per replication

Alberts – Essential Cell Biology32



Mutation rate and its consequences
S: mutation rate per nucleotide per cell division
K: the average number of germline cell divisions per generation, from zygote 
to zygote (~30 in females, ~60–500 in males)
N: genome size
Mutation rate per genome: S×K×N

~10−10 per nucleotide per cell division (or ~10−8 per generation, because there 
are ~100 cell divisions and rounds of DNA replication per human generation 
⟹ ~100 de novo mutations in a newborn

1) ~1% of all newborns being affected by a serious disease due to a de novo 
mutation. If the mutation rate were 100 times higher, 10−8 per cell division, we 
would immediately go extinct. 
2) 1014 cells in human body ⟹ total number of somatic mutations in each 
person ?
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The human body consists of approximately 1014 cells and undergoes 
approximately 1016 cell divisions in a lifetime, resulting in over 1015 
cumulative mutations per individual (Frank, 2014).

If 106 stem cells in intestinal tissue generate transient daughter cells once 
a week with a mutation rate of approximately 10−9 per nucleotide per cell 
division, the intestinal epithelium of a 60-year-old human would have 
accumulated more than 109 independent mutations. Thus, nearly every 
genomic site is likely to be mutated in at least one cell in this organ 
(Lynch, 2010a, 2010b).
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Mutation rate and its consequences





Endogenous DNA damage
Depurination   G:C → A:T

Deamination  C:G → U:A → T:A       C:G → 5mC:G → T:G → T:A

Pierce -- Genetics Essentials. Concepts and Connections35



Deamination of 5’-methylcytosine 

  Cannot be detected by DNA repair system, because it produces a 
normal base

  Most mutations occur in male germ cells (M/F = 7:1), because of 
heavy methylation of sperm DNA and high number of cell divisions

  Example: 46% of point mutations in coagulation factor VIII (F8) in 
unrelated hemophilia A patients

  23% of all mutations in Human Gene Mutation Database (1998)

CpG → TpG

Complementary:
CpG → CpA
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Pierce -- Genetics Essentials. Concepts and Connections

Chemical mutagens

 Base analogs: 5-bromouracil, 2-aminopurine
 Alkylating agents: methyl (–CH

3
) and ethyl (–CH

3
–CH

2
) 

groups added to nucleotide bases
 Deamination: nitrous acid deaminates cytosine, creating uracil
 Hydroxylamine: adds a hydroxyl group (–OH) to cytosine
 Intercalating agents: proflavin, acridine orange, ethidium 

bromide, dioxin

Radiation

 Ionizing: ~10-5 – 1 nm 
 Ultra-violet: ~1 –  380 nm

Exogenous DNA damage
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Chemical mutagens: 5-bromouracil

Pierce -- Genetics Essentials. Concepts and Connections

Exogenous DNA damage
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Chemical mutagens

Pierce -- Genetics Essentials. Concepts and Connections

Exogenous DNA damage
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Intercalating agents: distorted DNA  insertions and deletions⟹
Ionizing radiation:
 Free radicals, reactive ions  altered bases ⟹
 Double-strand breaks
UV light: Pyrimidune dimers (TpT, CpC, CpT)  distorted DNA  ⟹ ⟹
replication blocked  apoptosis or continued error-prone replication ⟹

Exogenous DNA damage

Pierce -- Genetics Essentials. Concepts and Connections40



Depurination: about 5000 adenine or guanine bases are lost every day 
from each nucleated human cell by spontaneous hydrolysis of the base-
sugar link
Deamination: at least 100 cytosines each day in each nucleated human 
cell are spontaneously deaminated to produce uracil. 
Attack by reactive oxygen species: highly reactive superoxide anions 
and related molecules are generated as a by-product of oxidative 
metabolism in mitochondria. They can also be produced by the impact 
of ionizing radiation on cellular constituents. These reactive oxygen 
species attack purine and pyrimidine rings.
Nonenzymatic methylation: accidental nonenzymatic DNA 
methylation by S-adenosyl methionine produces about 300 molecules 
per cell per day of the cytotoxic base 3-methyl adenine, plus a quantity 
of the less harmful 7-methyl guanine. 

Strachan, Read. Human Molecular Genetics, Chapter 13

Endogenous DNA damage
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Ionizing radiation: gamma- and X-rays can cause single-strand or 
double-strand breaks in the sugar-phosphate backbone.
Ultraviolet radiation: UV-C rays (with a wavelength of about 260 nm) 
are especially damaging, but the major source of UV damage in humans 
is from the UV-B rays (260-315 nm) in sunlight that can penetrate the 
ozone layer. UV radiation causes cross-linking between adjacent 
pyrimidines on a DNA strand to form cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers 
and other abnormal photoproducts.
Environmental chemicals: these include hydrocarbons (for example, in 
cigaretre smoke), some plant and microbial products such as the 
aflatoxins found on moldy peanuts, and chemicals used in cancer 
chemotherapy. Alkylating agents can transfer a methyl or other alkyl 
group onto DNA bases and can cause cross-linking between bases 
within a strand or between different DNA strands.

Strachan, Read. Human Molecular Genetics, Chapter 13

Exogenous DNA damage
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43
Seplyarskiy and Sunyaev (2021) Nat Rev Genet

Sources of point mutations





DNA repair mechanisms

One strand affected:

  Mismatch repair (MMR) during replication
  Direct reversal
  Base excision repair (BER) before replication
  Nucleotide excision repair (NER) before replication

Both strands affected:

  Non-homologous end joining (NHEJ): ionizing radiation; errors at 
the replication fork; strong oxidizing agents; metabolites produced in 
the cell

  Homologous recombination (HR): when a double-strand break 
occurs shortly after a stretch of DNA has been replicated; at that 
time, the duplicated helices are still in close proximity to one another

44



 DNA mismatch repair mechanism (MMR) (1)

Pierce -- Genetics Essentials. Concepts and Connections

Incorrectly paired bases distort the 
three-dimensional structure of DNA, 
and mismatch repair enzymes detect 
these distortions. A complex of 
mismatch-repair enzymes cuts out 
the distorted section of the newly 
synthesized strand and fills the gap 
with new nucleotides, by using the 
original DNA strand as a template. 
The template strand is recognized by 
the presence of methyl groups on 
special sequences of the old strand.
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 Repair by direct reversal (2)

Pierce -- Genetics Essentials. Concepts and Connections

Direct repair does not replace altered nucleotides but, instead, 
changes them back into their original structures. For example, direct 
repair corrects O6-methylguanine, an alkylation product of guanine 
that pairs with adenine, producing G:C→T:A transversions. An 
enzyme called O6-methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase removes 
the methyl group from O6-methylguanine, restoring the base to 
guanine.
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Strachan, Read. Human Molecular Genetics

Base and nucleotide excision repair (3, 4)

(A) Base excision repair (BER) corrects most common DNA 
damages: ~20,000 bases in each cell per day
(B) Nucleotide excision repair (NER) remove thymide dimers and 
large chemical alterations47



Michael R. Lieber (2008) J. Biol. Chem. 

Non-homologous end joining (NHEJ)

48



Repair by homologous recombination (HR)

Alberts – Essential Cell Biology

Homologous recombination: 
exchange of genetic information 
between homologous DNA molecules
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Pierce -- Genetics Essentials. Concepts and Connections

Genetic diseases associated with 
defects in DNA-repair systems
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Genetic diseases associated with 
defects in DNA-repair systems

51

  Li–Fraumeni syndrome is a rare, autosomal dominant, hereditary 
disorder that predisposes carriers to cancer development. 

  The risk of developing any invasive cancer (excluding skin cancer) is 
about 50% by age 30 (1% in the general population) and is 90% by age 70. 

  The syndrome is linked to germline mutations of the TP53 tumor 
suppressor gene, which encodes a transcription factor P53 that normally 
assists in the control of cell division and growth. TP53 typically becomes 
expressed due to cellular stressors, such as DNA damage, and can halt the 
cell cycle to assist with either the repair of repairable DNA damage, or can 
induce apoptosis of a cell with irreparable damage. 



Pierce -- Genetics Essentials. Concepts and Connections

Genetic diseases associated with 
defects in DNA-repair systems

Xeroderma pigmentosum, a rare autosomal 
recessive condition that includes abnormal 
skin pigmentation and acute sensitivity to 
sunlight. Persons who have this disease also 
have a strong predisposition to skin cancer, 
with an incidence ranging from 1000 to 2000 
times that found in unaffected people.

The cells of most people with xeroderma 
pigmentosum are defective in nucleotide 
excision repair, and many of their pyrimidine 
dimers (UV from sunlight) remain 
uncorrected and may lead to cancer.
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De novo mutations (DNM) detected in a genome (exome), for 
example, by sequencing a mother-father-child trio

Overall dnSNV rate: 40-80 in a newborn

DNM rate variation: across the genome; in families; mutational 
clusters (within an individiual) and mutational hotspots (across 
individuals)

Factors contributing to DNM rate variation:
 sequence composition and functional context
 replication timing: early / late
 transcriptional activity and chromatin state
 the number of mitoses a cell has undergone (parental age)
 exposure to damaging agents
 the efficiency of the DNA repair
 the amount of time between mitoses 

De novo mutations
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Mutation rates in disease-causing genes

Lewis – Human genetics. Concepts and applications 2009

Exercise: find related genes in OMIM database
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De novo mutations

Goriely (2016) Nat Genet
55



De novo mutations

Francioli (2015) Nat Genet

Paternal and maternal DNMs

+1-3 DNMs for each year of paternal 
age at conception.

+0.24 DNMs for each year of 
maternal age at conception (non-
replicative DNA damage)

~80% of all DNMs are paternal

This effect varies considerably 
between families 
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De novo mutation spectra

Ohno (2019) Genes & Genet Systems

Transitions 
C:G>T:A, deamination of 5-methyl-C and C: 40%
T:A>C:G, cause unknown: 25%

Note: CpG are only ~1% of the genome, so also at non-CpG; 
but transitions at CpG are ~18x more frequent than non-CpG

Transversions    // occur ~2.5x more frequently at CpG sites
G:C>T:A: 10%
G:C>C:G: 10%
A:T>C:G: <8%
A:T>T:A: <8%
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Rahbari et al. (2016) Nat Genet6,570 high confidence DNMs from 109 trios

De novo mutation spectra
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De novo mutation spectra

Alexandrov (2013) Nature

Validated mutational signatures found in human cancer 
Each signature is displayed according to the 96 substitution 
classification defined by the substitution class and sequence 
context immediately 3’ and 5’ to the mutated base.59



Variant  Counts    %
---------------------
C>T    79,110   19.0
G>A    79,016   19.0
A>G    47,666   11.5
T>C    47,584   11.5
C>G    17,431    4.2
G>C    17,154    4.1
C>A    15,719    3.8
G>T    15,234    3.7
A>C    12,744    3.1
T>G    12,464    3.0
T>A    11,637    2.8
A>T    11,482    2.8
T>TA      739    0.2
CT>C      737    0.2
...
Total 415,515

Denovo-db v.1.6.1
http://denovo-db.gs.washington.edu/denovo-db/index.jsp

Variants: 415,415
Samples:  11,518
Genes:        17,431
Sites: 270,506

Missense:  20,815
Pred. Damaging: ~75%
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Alberts - Essential Cell Biology, Fig 9-3

Mutation timing and mosaicism

Postzygotic Germline Somatic
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Ultra-rare individually, but significant collectively:  60-75% of 
all sporadic disease cases are DNMs

More damaging than inherited; effect depends on timing
 Severe pediatric disorders in outbred populations: sporadic 

malformation syndromes (Schinzel–Giedion, Kabuki, 
Bohring–Opitz), neurodevelopmental (severe intellectual 
disability, ID), congenital heart disease (CHD)

Late-onset neurological and psychiatric disorders: 
Parkinson’s disease (PD), amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), 
schizophrenia (SCZ), epilepsy, Tourette syndrome (TS), 
autistic-spectrum disorder (ASD), and bipolar disorder (BP)

   Example: 10% SCZ cases have DNM CNV vs 1.26% controls
 Inherited cancers: Li-Fraumeni syndrome (TP53), familial 

adenomatous polyposis (APC), ~7% of non-somatic mutations 
are DNMs

De novo mutations in human disease
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Structural variant  (aka chromosomal rearrangement): sequence 
change >1 kbp in size
 Balanced
      Inversion or translocation
 Unbalanced (aka CNV, copy number variant)
      Tandem or dispersed duplication, deletion, insertion

Mechanisms
 Recombination: non-allelic homologous recombination (NAHR)
 Nonreplicative: Nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ) repair
 Replication-based: 
     Fork stalling and template switching (FoSTeS)
     Microhomology-mediated break-induced replication (MMBIR)
 Retrotransposition (LINE1, Alu repeat)

Structural variants and CNVs
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B C D E B C D EC

B C D ED B C D EDD

B C D E B C D E C

Tandem duplication

Variable Number of Tandem Repeats

Dispersed duplication

Structural variants and CNVs

1. Unbalanced structural variants (CNVs)
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GB C D E B C D E

B CD ED B C D EDD

Insertion

Repeat insertion

Structural variants and CNVs

B C D E B E

Deletion
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1. Unbalanced structural variants (CNVs)



2. Balanced structural variants

B C D E B

CD

E

B C D E BC D E

B D E B K L M

Inversion

Intra-chromosomal translocation (ITX)

C C

Inter-chromosomal translocation (CTX)

Structural variants and CNVs
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Hastings (2009) Nat Rev Genet

Mechanisms of chromosomal rearrangements

Non-allelic homologous recombination (NAHR)
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Gu(2008) Pathogenetics

Mechanisms of chromosomal rearrangements
Nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ)              Fork stalling and template switching 

(FoSTeS)
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Griffiths -- Introduction to Genetic Analysis

Mechanisms of chromosomal rearrangements
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Abstract

Each human genome includes de novo mutations that arose during 
gametogenesis. While these germline mutations represent a fundamental source 
of new genetic diversity, they can also create deleterious alleles that impact 
fitness. Whereas the rate and patterns of point mutations in the human germline 
are now well understood, far less is known about the frequency and features that 
impact de novo structural variants (dnSVs).
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Introduction
Several mechanisms, including replication infidelity, genomic damage, non-allelic 
recombination, and double-strand break repair, are known to create de novo 
mutations (DNMs) in the human germline. These mutations contribute to genomic 
diversity and often are primary targets in the analysis of rare, dominant genetic 
disorders. There is therefore a long-standing interest in understanding the 
frequency at which DNMs occur and the patterns that affect these rates. 
Numerous studies have measured the rate of germline de novo single-nucleotide 
variants (dnSNVs) and small insertion-deletion mutations (indels) at 
approximately 70 events per individual, and it has been established that the 
majority of these small point mutations arise on the paternal gamete. The 
frequency of single-nucleotide and insertion-deletion DNMs increases with 
parental age, especially paternal age.
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In contrast, precise estimates of germline mutations affecting the structure of the 
human genome (structural variants [SVs]) have been far more difficult to discern. 

De novo SVs (dnSVs) largely arise from mutational mechanisms that are distinct 
from those responsible for point mutations. The larger size of SVs, defined here 
and in many other studies as variants affecting at least 50 base pairs, increases 
the likelihood that any given SV will impact protein-coding genes or other 
critical genomic regions. Understanding the selective constraints on dnSV-
specific mechanisms is essential because a broad spectrum of balanced, 
unbalanced, and complex structural mutations are known to underlie many 
developmental disorders. However, dnSVs are predicted to occur several 
hundred-fold less frequently than point mutations, requiring a much larger 
sample size to achieve accurate estimates of dnSV rates.
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 Family-based study of germline mutations among 9,599 human genomes from 
33 multigenerational CEPH-Utah families and 2,384 families from the Simons 
Foundation Autism Research Initiative; short-read WGS

 dnSV rate: 0.160 events per genome in unaffected individuals, 0.206 per 
genome) in ASD-affected individuals. 

 In both probands and unaffected samples, ~73% of dnSVs arose in paternal 
gametes

 Most de novo structural mutations to be caused by mutational mechanisms that 
do not require sequence homology. 

 No statistically significant correlation between parental age and dnSV in 
offspring. 

Conclusion: dnSVs have different mechanisms than dnSNVs
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Griffiths -- Introduction to Genetic Analysis74

Chromosomal rearrangements and disease

The MYC proto-oncogene is a transcription factor that plays a role in cell cycle progression, 
apoptosis and cellular transformation. The ABL proto-oncogene encodes a protein kinase in a cell 
proliferation signaling pathway. The Bcr1-Abl fusion protein has a permanent kinase activity, 
regardless of the initiating signal.



Chromosomal rearrangements and disease

75
Jackson (2018) Essays in Biochemistry





Aneuploidy
Aneuploidy: wrong number of complete chromosomes: nullisomy, 
monosomy, trisomy. Results from aberration in mitosis or meiosis

 Major cause of spontaneous abortions (~30% of all conceptions)

 Detected in ~0.3-0.6% live human births

Name Karyotype Frequency
Turner syndrome ХО (Females, X monosomy) 1:2000- 1:2500

Klinefelter 
syndrome

XXY (XXXY, XXXXY, XXYY) 1:1000

Poly-X females ХХХ 1:1000

Down syndrome Trisomy 21 1:1100

Edwards syndrome Trisomy 18 1:6000

Patau syndrome Trisomy 13 1:7000-1:14000

Trisomy 8 Trisomy 8 1:25000 – 1:50000
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Robertsonian translocation

Pierce -- Genetics Essentials. Concepts and Connections

Robertsonian translocation: the long arms of two acrocentric chromosomes 
(13,14,15,21) become joined to a common centromere, resulting in a 
chromosome with two long arms and usually another  chromosome with two 
short arms. Affects ~1/1000 newborns.

77



Griffiths -- Introduction to Genetic Analysis

Aneuploidy
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Down syndrome

Aneuploidy

Pierce -- Genetics Essentials. Concepts and Connections79
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Jackson (2018) Essays in Biochemistry

Aneuploidy



X-inactivation

X-inactivation: in every cell in the 
female embryo, one of the two X 
chromosomes becomes inactivated and 
condensed.

 Early in development
 Random in different cells
 Persists through subsequent cell 

divisions, but not generations

81

 Female tissues are a patchwork, with 50/50 inactivated paternal 
and maternal chromosomes

 X-inactivation provides dosage compensation: comparable 
levels of expresssion for ~1,500 X-chromosome genes in males 
and females



The fates of a 1 mln implanted human zygotes 

Griffiths -- Introduction to Genetic Analysis82



Griffiths -- Introduction to Genetic Analysis

The fates of a 1 mln implanted human zygotes 

83



De novo variants rates and counts

DNM type Rate per generation Total in an 
individuum

Single nucleotide variants 
(SNVs)

1.20·10-8 per bp
1.66·10-8  ‡ 

44..82

Dinucleotide repeats 2.73·10-4 per locus N/A

Coding SNVs N/A 1-2

Small indels (<50bp) 0.53-1.5·10-9 per bp
1.26·10-9 ‡

3-9

Large indels 0.16 0.16

Copy number variants (CNVs) 10−6 – 10−4 per locus 
per generation

0.0154

‡ Ref: Palamara (2015) AJHG 84
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Summary

Several mechanisms ensure the high rate of accuracy in 
DNA replication, including precise nucleotide selection, 
proofreading, and mismatch repair
However, mutations are inevitable due to spontaneous 

replication errors and endogenous and exogenous DNA 
damage
Human mutation rate is a trade-off between extinction 

and need for evolutionary change
There is a wide spectrum of de novo mutations with 

varying rates and consequences: single nucleotide 
variants, structural variants and aneuploidies
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